1. Wire the unit, motor and other components completely.
2. Make sure the Motor off/on selector is in the OFF position.
4. Rotate the Unit Spindle to 1/4" set-up distance between the housings. After the first cycle, motor should brake to within approximately 1/8" operating distance between housings. (see Sketch).
6. Advance Interlock Activating Screw to activate the Interlock Switch.
7. Turn the power ON.
8. Push the Feed Buttons.
9. Use the Motor off/on selector as a Jog Motor Rotation Check:
   a. Turn off/on selector to ON position then quickly to OFF position.
      NOTE: This must be done rapidly so as not to bind unit up if unit is running in the incorrect direction.
   b. If unit Feeds Forward Set-up is complete.
   c. If the unit closed the distance between the housings, change (2) two Leads, either at the Motor Starter or Motor Connections.
10. Set Depth Switch (not to exceed 1–3/4").